Kay Hay 28 minutes ago
Deandra Shuler spot on!
Reply • 1

Emily Crawl 21 minutes ago
Deandra Shuler no he winked and kiss at Ivanka and totally ignore his wife he said nothing.
Reply • 1

Anna S 8 hours ago
Melania needs our prayers.
Reply • 1

Polarbear 123 4 hours ago
v vincent chisari Financially she must live like a queen but she looks miserable most of the time.
Reply • 1

Mimi Keel 1 minute ago
Melania needs an escape plan.
Reply • 1

Ann Conlan 7 hours ago
I voted for Trump. Still GREAT with that. But yes, as a woman when I first saw this I could see straight off that Trump passed up his wife for his favorite child. It absolutely broke my heart. Their marriage may not have as many years shared, but that moment should have been shared with his wife - not his daughter. :-(
Reply • 46

Zeo 3 minutes ago
maybe trump will grab you by the p**
Reply • 1

Gavin Quick 2 minutes ago
You never added pedophile
Reply • 1

anthony barnes 7 hours ago
garbage. Melanie changed the smile because someone was praying and Don was smiling about the "rain" being a blessing from God. Melanie was showing serious respect.
Reply • 56

bigstink9 4 hours ago
So what about Trump getting out of SUV and leaving his wife behind??
There's something off about DONald and Melania's relationship.
He doesn't seem like he really values her that much in public settings and IMO he
Reply • 2

anthony barnes 4 hours ago
harden up bro
Reply • 1

pcbqatlas 6 hours ago
He indeed made the strongest eye contact with Ivanka when she leans, but Melania not aware of that assumes she is the one, then in the very last momento DJT realizes Melanie's thinking and mumbles to her "not you"
Reply • 12

JJ M 3 hours ago

you are absolutely right. it was something he said at the very end and it seemed to end with "you". your comment should have the highest likes.

Reply • 2 😂

XxXLonelyXxXHeartXxX 2 hours ago
pcbgatias "No, not you! You're my fake wife...

Reply • 1 😂

Frank Berry 6 hours ago
Trump is banging is own daughter? Hahaha That explains everything! LMAO 😂😂

Reply • 23 😂

View all 8 replies ▼

Savage Negro 4 hours ago
Kristina X that was lame

Reply • 1 😂

TheLatinaFeminist 4 hours ago
Frank Berry you are right

Reply • 1 😂

iLeThal - (LOWXX) 7 hours ago
she's on deportation list 😂😂 just watch

Reply • 23 😂

View all 5 replies ▼

BeyondChange 1 hour ago
People that are on the Deportation List are Illegal Undocumented Immigrants. The Left are brainless Monkeys who like to claim Nonsense.

Reply • 1 😂

Alexis McLeod 60 minutes ago
She will be deported once she wakes up and realizes what a horrible person the new U.S. emperor is.

Reply • 1 😂

Judith Small 7 hours ago
Stop this BS! People like you are the problem we have right now as Trump "Drains The Swamp". Obviously you need to be drained out too... "Not News"!!!

Reply • 21 😂

View all 23 replies ▼

Shasty 5 hours ago
+Truth What part of illegal/undocumented don't you understand? 😂Obviously, you don't know wtf you are talking about ... try again

Reply • 1 😂

mrgerealpeople 5 hours ago
-Hillary Clinton audio recording from 1982 discussing a child rapist who she defended as an attorney. Has been debunked......

Reply • 1 😂

Ian Robertson 2 hours ago
JUST REALISED SHE HAD COME ON HER PERIOD

Reply • 😂

Kazeem Khan 2 hours ago
Trump farted on his daughters face ,she loved it..

Reply • 😂

Diane Crane 4 hours ago
and look at this smug face when he turns around
like I told her!!!

I Have Red Sock 19 minutes ago
Looks like she muttered stop to her son, thb.

Doug Pfeiffer 5 hours ago
Nonsense. It hurts your cheek muscles to smile all the time. Models know when to give it a rest.

bigstink9 4 hours ago
It takes fewer muscles to smile than to frown.

carlosmanto 4 hours ago
dOnaLD Trump is an old Senile man. Melania needs "El Sancho" to enjoy Life and be Happy. ha ha ha.

Egbert Henracer 2 hours ago (edited)
I really thought it was fake, but it's true. I can not believe it, i just saw it on RT

Don Dappa 4 hours ago
tump is fucking his daughter
dont blame him
shes one hot sexy bitch lol but so is her mother.

Harald Jan Dahle 4 hours ago
I empathize with Melania - Donald treats her like a commodity and this clip is disturbing to watch.

Ara S. 5 hours ago
Melania is absolutely gorgeous.

kit kat 5 hours ago
Not really nothing really special about her basic Blonde girl

Savage Negro 4 hours ago
Ara S. you don't get any pussy

Charles Carter 6 minutes ago
YOU ARE FAKE NEWS
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